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The lady’s sidesaddle is one of the most
misunderstood pieces of tack. Those who
do not ride and even many riders with no
first-hand experience of the sidesaddle
imagine it to be extremely unstable and
uncomfortable to ride in, wondering how
anyone could ride for prolonged periods of
time at any pace faster than the most gentle
walk without falling off. In popular
imagination, the sidesaddle can be many
things at once: an object signalling the
advent of women’s liberation, which
enabled ladies to travel along with – or independently from – men; or a symbol of patriarchal
oppression, making women ride in saddles that limited their speed and the possibility of
jumping safely over bigger fences, not to mention the challenges of mounting and
dismounting, which would have required at least one, and preferably two assistants. The
reality is that the sidesaddle was – and is – safe and comfortable enough to have been, and to
continue to be, used for such activities as hunting, jumping and riding dressage figures – all
of which women have done successfully in the past and continue to do today in sidesaddle.
Indeed, the sidesaddle has been experiencing something of a small comeback – while
associations for sidesaddle riders have existed for a long time, recently, their membership has
grown, and both old and newly manufactured sidesaddles are increasingly in demand. It is not
surprising therefore to find two new publications on the history of the sidesaddle,
approaching this fascinating object from various standpoints: Sally Mitchell and Nick
Creatons A Brief History of the Sidesaddle (Tuxford: The Museum of the Horse, 2019) and Erica
Munkwitz’s Women, Horse Sports, and Liberation. Equestrianism and Britain from the 18 th to the 20th
Centuries (Oxon and New York: Routledge, 2021).
The book by Sally Mitchell and Nick Creaton A Brief History of the Sidesaddle is a richly
illustrated guide to all things pertaining to the history of riding sidesaddle: much of its material
is drawn from the holdings of the private the Museum of the Horse in Tuxford, UK, thus
giving the place of pride to sidesaddles manufactured in Britain. Still, there are a variety of
saddles from elsewhere, including France and Mexico, to give the reader a glimpse of the
sidesaddle culture in other regions as well. The authors begin with the early history of the
sidesaddle in early modern Europe, highlighting the fact that transition from riding either
sideways or astride, both of which was acceptable in medieval Europe, to riding only sideways,
was neither instant nor straightforward. Additionally, the authors introduce the distinction
between the sideways saddle and the sidesaddle – something that is not universally known
even among enthusiasts of the sidesaddles. According to Mitchell and Creaton the sideways
saddle, or selle fermière (“the farmer’s wife’s saddle”), which was still in use in France into the
early part of the twentieth century, represented a chair put sideways on the back of the horse.
This contraption matched the stereotypes that many people entertain about the sidesaddle
today: it is unstable, it enables a woman to ride only at a slow pace, and, because the rider sits
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sideways, she has to be led, having very limited control over her mount. The selle fermière might
be very similar to the medieval sideways saddles represented in manuscript illuminations, but,
unfortunately, no surviving examples of medieval lady’s saddle are known to verify this
hypothesis. By contrast, a lady riding in a sidesaddle, has her shoulders facing forward, and
controls the horse with one of her legs and the stick, which plays the role of the other leg.
The evolution of the sidesaddle horns enabled women to ride at increasing speed, with
considerable comfort and safety. Reversible saddles, which are very rare today, would have
ensured that girls and young women could develop both sides of their body to an equal degree
– and, if they rode with the same horse(s), this would have no doubt helped their equine
partner to avoid having excessive stress on one side of the body over time. Apart from the
sidesaddles, Mitchell and Creaton also present other tack that was historically used by ladies
for riding in sidesaddle: bridles, bits, whips, spurs, stirrups, saddle pads, etc. The authors also
unveil the mystery of those women – equestriennes in French – who performed bareback while
maintaining the sidesaddle posture. Apparently, there were special girths with heads similar
to those that were used on sidesaddles. Separate chapters are devoted to evolution of riding
habits – not only the dress, but also the hat and the boots. The changes show how fashion
often dominated over considerations of safety, commodity and reason, and the authors
include caricatures to show that contemporary people noticed and laughed at this discrepancy
as well as we would. The book also includes information on famous sidesaddle riders, such
as Skittles, intrepid enough to perform fits of bravery on horseback and challenge social
stereotypes on and off horseback.
Erica Munkwitz in her Women, Horse Sports, and Liberation,
focuses more specifically on British women riders in recent
history, from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. In doing
this, she covers some of the same ground as Mitchell and
Creaton do in Brief History, but comes from a different
perspective. Indeed, both books sometimes use the same
illustrations, be these famous saddles (the early Elizabethan
saddles is a case in point) or paintings. On the other hand,
Munkwitz also includes a number of material from private
archives, including the author’s own. The authors have their own
experiences of sidesaddles, and it is this combination of
interpretation and different expertise that makes both books
unique – and highly enjoyable. Munkwitz’s main argument is
that the history of riding and horse sports corresponds to the
history of women’s liberation in Britain. Importantly, Munkwitz
looks not only at the metropolitan evidence, but also at the colonial experience, showing how
it was in India that British women first started to ride astride and wear breeches.
In the Introduction, Munkwitz relates the construction of gender as a category to the
development of women’s equestrianism, linking the latter, in turn, to a particular form of
national identity. According to Munkwitz, the British saw themselves as a country of strong
and sporting people, where even women participated in the healthy and invigorating activities
of riding in the countryside and hunting, in contradistinction to the effeminate French, who
locked up their women in boudoirs. Unfortunately, it is occasionally hard to see where the
original rhetoric of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century British discourse ends and the
author’s own interpretation begins, as well as to what extent Munkwitz subscribes to this
imperial narrative, when she writes that “Long after British women took to riding astride and
‘wearing the breeches,’ French women were bound by law not to. In France, women were
required to obtain legal permission to wear breeches or trousers for riding horses or bicycles,
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a law which was not reversed until 2013” (15). There is no lack of evidence, including books
published specifically as guidance for women riders early on, for instance, Henri Le Noble’s
Traité d’équitation à l’usage des dames (1826), to show that women in France rode recreationally
as well, even if they did not hunt alongside men in the same way as the British women did –
and this is because the culture of hunting was very different in Britain and France, as the
author explains herself. Nor does the fact that a law existed in France until 2013 that
prohibited women from wearing breeches influence French women’s recent behaviour:
having studied in France in the early 2000s’, I have never seen anyone fined for wearing
breeches or trousers.
The other problem with the introduction concerns the early development of the
sidesaddle, which Munkwitz seems to present as a discovery that enabled women to ride after
they have been prohibited – or actively discouraged – from riding astride in the fifteenth
century. The author’s use of a bas-de-pas page illumination from a medieval devotional
manuscript, showing two women jousting, is problematic, because bas-de-page images often
presented the world upside down, often a carnivalesque reversal of reality as it was and should
have been (p. 3). There is no evidence for women’s routine participation in jousts; instead,
women jousting are often shown with spindles and other objects associated with daily female
activities, clearly indicating that such illustrations are ironic. Thus, the image Munkwitz chose
to illustrate women’s activity astride is not typical and is, on the opposite, highly misleading.
There is no lack of images showing women riding astride for hunting, to accompany travelling
men, etc., and some of these images date to the fifteenth century and even later, reversing
Munkwitz’s statement that riding astride was disappearing after 1400. Mitchell includes a
sixteenth-century engraving of a lady hunting astride, which shows that astride riding did not
vanish completely – at least for artistic purposes – even then. The statement – which
Munkwitz draws from Richard Almond’s Daughters of Artemis (2009) that “Riding astride was
considered indecent and even immoral, according to the decrees of the Catholic Church,
which viewed any pleasurable activity like hunting with suspicion” (p.4) is untenable. The
Catholic Church was not a medieval analogy of the KGB, and, even it had viewed anything
with suspicion, it could not enforce its views with the efficiency implied here: it took the
Catholic Church centuries to ensure that its priests remained celibate, and it was not
completely successful even by the end of the Middle Ages. James A. Brundage’s seminal work
on medieval sexuality presents a more nuanced picture, and it shows that, contrary to the
above, the medieval church was not always opposed to pleasurable activities (see, for instance,
Law, Sex, and Christian Society in Medieval Europe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987)
and his Handbook of Medieval Sexuality (New York: Garland Publishing, 1996) co-edited with
Vern L. Bullogh). The example from The Canterbury Tales Munkwitz cites to prove that riding
sidesaddle was the norm back then is not as straightforward as it may seem to someone who
is not a medievalist or not a scholar of literature. Indeed, Chaucer pokes fun at the Wife of
Bath, who rides astride and with sharp spurs, but the prioress, who rides sideways, is not an
example for emulation, as Munkwitz makes it seem. Both the prioress (whom Chaucer
presents in a highly negative light, as a cruel and pretentious hypocrite) and the nun are
religious women, so they are not necessarily paragons by which secular women, such as the
Wife of Both, were supposed to be guided. An alternative interpretation is that riding sideways
was encouraged for the more ceremonial occasions, such as processions and hunting with
falcons, as well as for the religious women, who were not travel extensively anyway. By
contrast, active secular women, such as the Wife of Bath, could and did travel, on business
and on pilgrimage, riding astride. This latter mode of travelling is less often depicted in the
richly illuminated manuscripts that were produced at the end of the Middle Ages, which is
why we see a decline in women riding astride at this period. It is possible that the sidesaddle
was invented not because riding astride was prohibited by anyone, but as a blending of the
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astride and sideways modes of riding, a compromise between riding at speed but with little
style and riding elegantly at snail pace. However, this remains an open question that would
require further research.
The main sections of the book, where Munkwitz discusses her principal period, that
between the eighteenth and the twentieth century, and focuses on her subject area, Britain
and its colonial possessions, present few of such methodological problems. Munkwitz
provides a coherent and logical development of her main themes, and she shows where the
periods she discusses overlap. She starts with the “sporting revolution” that occurred between
the third quarter of the eighteenth century and the first quarter of the nineteenth century,
when ladies started to hunt, opening the chapter with the story of Mary Amelia Cecil, the first
Marchioness of Salisbury. Arguably, the Marchioness, who was an exceptional woman, was
by no way unique, as women started to push the boundaries of their gender (constructed
artificially, and as often as not by later writers) by participating in politics and hunting.
Munkwitz makes the insightful conclusion that, at this transitional period on the eve of the
Industrial Revolution, “Contemporaries often viewed women’s roles and gender differences
in far more intricate and malleable ways than a simple and definite separation between the
sexes” (46). The second chapter charts another development of female equestrianism, which
overlaps in terms of chronology with the rise women’s participation in hunting, the popularity
of equestrianism as exercise in the first half of the nineteenth century. As I have outlined
elsewhere, Jonathan Swift viewed hunting as a commendable activity for both men and
women, a sure remedy for melancholy and other physical and emotional ills besetting the
gentle classes: “I wish you would get yr self a Horse, and have always 2 Servants to attend
you, and visit your Neighbors, the worse the better” (cited and discussed in Ropa, “Gender
in Horse Racing” and Ropa and Malahove, “Riding for Health and for Pleasure”). The chapter
shows the relation between riding coming into fashion as exercise and the appearance of
manuals, targeting both men and women as their audience, coupled with developments in the
tack, such as the creation of the new sidesaddle with the leaping head, which allowed women
to jump with more security. In the third chapter, Munkwitz associates fox hunting with female
emancipation during the period between the second half of the nineteenth century and the
first decade of the twentieth century. Running parallel to this chronologically, but in a
geographically and culturally different space, chapter 4 is dedicated to female equestrianism
in the British India. The fifth and final chapter takes half a step back, to the last six years of
the nineteenth century and until the interwar period, and the rise of sporting equality, as seen
in the practice of riding astride (even though sidesaddle riding did not disappear completely,
and is still practiced both in Britain and elsewhere in the world to this day). The conclusion
looks at the presence of female equestrians in the Olympic Games at the point at which the
fifth chapter finishes (1932) and until 1956. The division into chapters based on chronological
periods may seem rather bewildering and to an extent arbitrary: for instance, why start at 1772
rather than 1770 or 1775? There is no clear indication in each chapter for this division, but
the author pre-empts this question in the introduction, where she ties her starting and cut-off
points to particular events, such as the publication of Charles Hughes’ The Compleat Horseman
in 1772. The dates do provide a sense of chronological development and a certain crispness
to the narrative.
Indeed, a book that would relate the history of women’s equestrian sports before the midtwentieth century is a long-awaited and welcome addition to the fields of both equestrian
history and women’s studies. Munkwitz’s Women, Horse Sports, and Liberation is highly
recommended to both horse historians and scholars involved in the study of modern history,
the history of Olympic sports, and female liberation, as well as to those interested in colonial
history(ies). Being contentious by its very subject, it is nevertheless a fascinating read, which
is sure not to leave readers indifferent, and, moreover, is likely to be enjoyed irrespectively of
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the extent to which each reader agrees or disagrees with the author. It is to be hoped that
scholars of female equestrianism will be inspired by Mitchell and Creaton’s Brief History of the
Sidesaddle and Munkwitz’s considerably longer history of female riders, and that new
publications devoted to the female equestrianism will see the light in not too distant future.
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